Practical exercise 8: Developing a plan of action

In this final activity, participants will think about short, medium- and long-term actions that will help ensure your school/local authority can drive forward transformational change.

It may be helpful here for participants to refer to the BEBL Self Evaluation Tool.

Participants should write down:

- An immediate, short-term action that can be taken forward after completing this workshop
- Two development actions that can be taken forward with your Community Planning Partnership and other partners
- A long-term plan, up to 2020.

For useful information you can check BEBL review and the BEBL Self-Evaluation Tool:

Read the section on Training and Support in BEBL.

Read the section on Training and Support in the BEBL Self-Evaluation Tool.

Need some inspiration?
Participants in previous workshops have suggested:

- Asking all staff to familiarise themselves with Better Eating, Better Learning: A new context for school food and use the BEBL Self-Evaluation Tool
- Incorporating BEBL into school improvement and cluster improvement plans
- Building a ‘BEBL Hub’.